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l faire respecter.
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les plus diverses au rang desqueUes la thdorie du bilan occupe
le premilre place, les premibres qui I'emportent.
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functionality of globalization vis-a-vis production, trade, and
immigration, notions of citizenship, racial relations, and environmental management are among these. Substantial progress
seemed to have been made with regard to environmental management since tlte lg60s. Yet the issues of the present- e.9.,
climate change, fresh water shortages, radically changing weather patterns, coasal zone fragility, more frequent wildfires,
among othen - raise questions about the continued relevancy
of the 1960s environmental management model. And the tension
between environmental management and economic development ('gettlng the economy going again') lead some to suggest
that sustainability is a luxury tha! cannot be indulged. Central
to this discussion is the question of what form of environmental and natural resouree ownership is appropriate for long-term
sustainability.
The social and legal fonn of property and proper0y rights are
central to $e ways environmental resources are managed. The
way property is configured establishes realms of what comes to
be considered privste action, and tltus solely within the punriew
of the resource "owner' (whether that owner is an individual, a family, a tribe, a community, or some other unit which can claim an
exclusive right to a resource) and public action, where the state
may set nrles and standsrds wNch shape decision making over

This is an era when many long-standing institutions are under
severe strain - the fundamental structure of the economy, the
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taites en faaeur d'autres tormns de propridt€ priude (respectueuses dc l'environnernent). Dans le m,hme tetqs, d'ard,ents ddfenseurs de la prcpriCtt pri,ode clas$que sont amorus. Ce clw,pttre eornine ce ddbat et s'lnttroge sur l,a fonne dc profiAtl
appropri6e pour un siAcle ur'bain aoec de twuaellns formes de

nonube croissant de citogens d, troaers le mond,e. Selon las d,6fenseurs de l'etuti,ronnsment, ln source d,e ces prcbldmes dtait ceue
m,eme institution qui ouoit alim.entd ln ctpissance ecowrniqae
et d6nocratiqup du cours des sidclcs prdcddenls : lo propri0tC
priode. Depuis les atutdes 1960, dn nambreu,ses propositions ont
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The theory which gives rise to the contemporary form of property in the western world, especislly the idea of private property
rights, is quite old.r But it, llke other old ideas- democracy and a
market economy- fully came into its own only with the so'called
Age of Discovery (the Age of Exploration).t ns Europeans began
to "discover" the world, they undertook to possess its many natu'
ral resources, initially in the name of royatty. Over the centurles,
ideas emerged about the rights of citizens- in governance, and
within a market economy. The work of John Locke, JearrJacques
Rousseau, and Adam Smith in the l?th and tSth centuries laid out
a new vision of the individual where s/he had rlghts, including the
right to own and control property.t And in so doing, the individual
working for their own self-interest would in turn serve the greater
social interest.
Locke and Rousseau's political visions had partieular impact
on the American and French revolutions of the late 1700s. In the
French Declaration of the Rights of Man in l?89 and the Ameri'
can Bill of (Human) Rights, addended to the U.S. Constitution in
1?91, powerful statements were offered about the importancethe sanctity even - of private property for the integrity of the new

SscrtoN

resource management. As a contribution to this volume, this chap'
ter examines the existing western propeny system and both long'
standing and very contemporary arguments for and against the
functionaliW of this system for the 2lst century.l

Much of the time in law, planning, and resource mans'gement'
property systems seem to function as stage settings: the focus of
the viewer is on the more immediate play which is occurring on
the stage, the words and movements of the actons. But, in fact,
just as in theater or film, the setting is immensely inlluential to
the perception of the actors; so it is with property systems and
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about how to create and realize democratic governance struclures
and market economies. Central to their tNnking was the need
for a strong and enforceable set of privately owned property. It
was land ownership which would allow people to have political
freedom and it was land ownership which would allow people to
make innovative and creative (and individually and socially benefrcial) decisions about land use. In fact, Ely argues that conhary
to widespread popular understanding, it was in fact conflict over
property that was the central matter of contention in the American

political regime. (Right l7 of the French Declaration of the Rights
of Man states: "Property being an inviolable and sacred right, no
one may be deprived of it except when public necessity, certified by law, obviously requires it, and on the condition of a just
compensation in advance.')6 Thus accelerated a multi-century
process where private property came to dominate other forms of
property in the West, and the West sought to replace non private
forms of property Slobally. And for many (though not all) the
trend seemed a reasonable fiade off. Economic progress ensued,
and for many (ttrough not all) standards of living improved.d
Yet Locke, Rousseau, and Snith were writing in a world quite
different from the world of today. There were abundant natural
resources, most people lived rurally (at the time of the American
Revolution [7761, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ryas the country's
largest city and its population was only about 20 000), and an
extended period of broad-scale economic growth was beginning.
The world of coday was just beginning to emerge: an urbanized,
industrialized world.
Questions rvhich bound these thinkers together had to do rvith
what rve refer today to as hunran rights, and rvhether the political
and economic systems of then were appropriate for the emerging
world. Relative to property, the European world of the 1700s was
one where most lands were still owned and controlled by an aristocracy. These thinkers, among others, brought forth an argument
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revolutionary rvar (not necessarily, or as commonly understood,
matters related to religious freedom, freedom of speech, etc.).?
lvhat was the form of property that was coming into being? It
rvas one in rvhich the naturd world is conceptualized as a bundle
of rights - rvhere what is in actuality a whole can be treated as
fragmentable. An owner orvns the soil, trees, air, water, minerals,
as well as the right to control access and use, and transfer land
throuSh gift (inheritance), lease or sale. The rights to use or transfer apply to land as a whole as well as individual rights within the
bundle. This is the basis of the idea that there are $'ater righcs, air
rights, mineral rights, etc., and that these rights can be separated
from the bundle. This is rvhat gives rise to the ability to create
conservation easements, carbon trading markets, water quantity
markets, payments for ecological services, and so on.
The idea of the natural rvorld and the urban rvorld as property is
widely understood as contributing to the economic, social, political, and technological transformation - the progress- of the West
from the eighteenth century to the world of the twenty-first century.E Yet, the world of today is not the world of the eighteenth century- it is a world which is predominately urban, and expected to
become ever more so in the next decades, and where two billion
people are expected to live in slums in these cities by 2030. And
in this world, nerv forms of environmental problems are evermore
apparent e.g., melting glaciers in Greenland, island nations in the
Pacific literally disappearing, everrnore severe storms impacting
m4ior coastal cities, and vanishing species are but some of the
phenomena which are challenging longstanding social, economic,
political, and cultural systems. A question that needs to be posed
is whether the form of property invented in rhe eighceenth century, a social and legal invention w'hich facilitated the creation
of the modern world, remains appropriate for the 2lst century or
whether it needs to change.
While the remainder of this chapter largely focuses on the intellectual, legal, and policy discourse of the twentieth century,
it is u'orth noting that skepticism about eighreenth century property arose within a century of its invention. In the mid to late
nineteenth century, during the periods of rapidly evolving social
ferment, leading thinkers, primarily on the left, questioned the
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must make land common property."
The impact of these ideas was significant. During the twentieth
century, Marr('s ideas in particular formed a component of the rationale for the Russlan Revolution and the rise of the Soviet Union
and its member states, the Chinese Revolution, the Cuban Revolution, and other socialishcommunist states globatly. In all these
places, private property in land was, to a Sireat€r or lesser extent,

"The right of property, is, [...] the right to er{oy one's fortunes
[...] without regard for other men and independently of society...
It leads every man to see in other men [...J the limitation of Ns
own liberty.'ro Several decades later, in 1880, Pyotry (Peter) Ifto.
potkin, the Russian prince, anarchist and geographer, argued
in Tlu Spirit of Reoolt that '[slociety [...] clamors loudly for a
complete remodeling of the system of property ownership."rr All
of tlese social commentators, who could also be referred to as
social critics and social reformes, saw limitations with the system of private property.
In the same period as Kropotkin, but from a very different percpective, Henry George, the American tax reformer, published hls
book Progness anl, Pooerty (1879).13 Hls question- the book's
title- poses the quandary of how there can be so much progress
and so much poverty co-existing? George's answen it is about who
owns the land! So while George was a committed capitalist, in
contmst to Proudhoun, Marx, and lftopotkin, with regard to land,
he held a view consonant with these radical-left theorists: "We

years later, in 1844, Karl Marx published On the Jaotslt, Questi.on
and ln it began what became a series of comments about private
property central to his theory of social construction and change:

red 'property ls theft!" in hls book lUlwt is hoperty? Or, an
Ia4utry i.nto tltc hincipl.e of Ei.ght and Goaentment.e A few

social and legal institution of property. So, for example, in 1840
Pierre-Ioseph Proudhon, the French anarchist, famously decla-
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Beginning in the late t\f,entieth century, a new set of perspectives emerged around this questlon. In hls famous 1968 article 'The
ltaSedy of the Commons," Garrett Hardin, a population biologist,
brought the issue of property rights back into academic and policy dlscourse ftom a dlfferent penrpecttve.re Tte artlcle examines
the cSse of what he refers to as the commons, property resources
owned by none but used by all. Examples of the commons include
the atmosphere and the oceans. Hardin argued that in the case of
open access commons, where there are no assignable property
rlghts, what resulted was what he deemed a tragedy. Why was
thls true? Because- and this was his instght- individual rationd
decislon making relative to environmental and naturd resources
use did not result in socially rational outcomes. Individuals had a
motivation to explolt the resource for their benefit without consi'
dering the cumulative effect of their own and otherr' actions. In
order to solve this problem, Hardin's solution was a further extension of tlle eighteenth century concept of property. If commons
resources were privatized, they would be better- i.e., more susainably- managed: 'The Eagedy of tlte commons [...] is averted
by private property."t{
As noted by Sinden and others, Hardln's metsphor has become
ubiquitous.r6 There is perhaps no environmental issue or problem
that has come to att€ntion since 1968 wNch has not been described

Sncrron 2.

dilferently, George's ideas for a differential tax system directed
at breaking up large land holdings had signllleant lnfluence throughout the British colonies and limited influence in the U.S.
But these ideas about tand and private property also became
entangled in a century-plus debate about fundamental political
ideology- an East-West debate- about capitalism versus conununism, about democracy versus socialism, about the rights of the
individual versus the rights of tlre community (the state). And so,
for much ol the last century-plus, notions of non-private property
seemed to many to suggest a rejection of capitalism, democracy,
and individual human rights.
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by someone somewhere as a tragedy of the commons. This is tme
even when the issue or problem does not strictly meet Hardin's
description of a commons, and in fact can even be resources
which are privately owned (like farmland). The key lesson many
take from Hardin's article is not about the commons per se, but
about the mismatch of individual logic and social outcomes. And
even though the veracity of Hardin's central story and his logic
has been subject to rvide-ranging and widely legitimated criticism
(see, for example, Ostrom's body of n'orks), his metaphor holds
sway, as does his proposed solution.ro This is especially true as
it fits in with and is supported by a broader economic literature
drawing on the work of Coase and what has come to be known as
free nrarket environmentalism. t
In 2000, this "rediscovery" of property rights rvas extended to
the rapidly growing mega-cities of the developing wortd. Hernando De Soto examined the problem of poverty in urban slums in
these cities and argued that the slums, but more importantly the
poverty of the people living in these slums, was solvable through
the creation and distribution of the eighteenth-century form of
property rights.rs In his words:
"The poor [...] have things, but they lack the process to represent their property and create capital [...] It is the unavailability of these essential representations that explains
why people who have adapted every other Western invention [...] have not been able to produce sufficient capitd ro
make domestic capitalism work."to "Property [...] is t...1 a
mediating device that captures and stores most of the stuff
required to make a market economy run [...] The connection between capital and modern money runs through
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eighteenth century property is relevant, appropriate, and necessary. For these analysts, in this century of climate change and urbanization, the solution to our environmental and urban problems
is more private property! They see problems such as climate
change through a lens akin to classical economics. For them, climate change is a problem of scarcity and management. When they
pose the question about "what to do?", privatization of natural
resources offers itself as a reasonable and even logical solution.
Why? Privatization - a robust set of private property rights - over
a diverse set of natural resources should, they believe, lead the
owners of the resources to manage them for long-term sustainability, including ryanting to avoid instances of liability for misuse or
abuse ofthe resource. In addition, a robust set ofprivate property
rights allows for a set of owners to bargain over the composition
and use of a set of resources, which should lead to a situation of
positive outcomes for both individuals and society. So even a set
of radieal environmental conditions - €.8., rising sea levels rvhich
threaten the very existence of PaciFrc island nations or the functionality of mqior coastal cities gilobally- does not, prima facie,
negate the utility of property rights as a potential solution.
Hardin's and De Soto's ideas have been particularly influential
u'ith institutions like the lVorld Bank and serye as the basis for
proposals for property rights reform in developing and hansition
countries globally. But whether Hardin and De Soto are actually
correct is hotly debated.zt And yet, the idea of private property as
a solution continues, and in the last decade-plus, another strand
has been added to these arguments: a suggestion that private property may be (should be?) pan of a core realization of human
rights in the 2lst eentury.23
Yet, throughout the twentieth century, a very different, counter radicd narrative emerged. Eventually, partially drawing from
Hardin and his insight about the mismatch betveen the rationality
of individual decision making and the social outcomes of these
decisions, a set of institutional economists, ecologists, errvironmental ethicists, legal scholars, policy analysts, planners, and

For Garrett Hardin and Hernando De Soto (and others),
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"There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relation to
land and the animals and plants which grow upon it. Land,

argues:

others, began to wonder

if the eighteenth-century property rights
framework was tnrly functional for long-term environmentd and
urban sustainability. Multiple proposals have been brought forth
in this counter-narrative; space allows for only a limited treatment
of this literature.
As noted, a pointed critique of private property emerged by the
mid-nineteenth century, largely, though not solely, from those on
the political teft. By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, another strand 8ot woven into this critigue, though this
time a decidedly non-political one. Also, as noted, Henry George,
an American tax reformer, took up the issue of property ftom a
non-left perspective, and his work was extremely influential in
its time. By the early twentieth cencury, new economic thoughtinstitutional economics- emerged drarving from the pioneering
work of Thorsten Veblen, Richard T. Ely, John R. Commons and
other. Their emphasis, like those of Locke and Rousseau, was the
centrality of land ownership to citizenship, ild, like George, they
were concerned with land concentration. But as scholars (and
scholar-actlvists), they emphaslzed the social construction of property, how property is what it is because of social agreemen( and
how property cil, does, and should change to reflect changing
social and technological circumstances. Using tNs perspective,
they engaged in wid+ranging explorations of land use, and also
developed some of the intellectuat foundations for the emergence
of public sector land policy (land use regulations) in this period.
But it was in the middle of the trventieth century that the current form of counter-narrative began to really take form in a way
that broadly resonated with scholars and activists. Aldo Leopold
rvas a University of Wisconsin professor of wildlife management
(the counw's firsc such professor) and a pre-eminent tvrentieth
century environmentalist. His most famous work is A Sand, County Alnanoc which continues to inspire students and environmentalists.a In this book (published posthumously after an untimely
deat}), his most famous essay is titled "The L,and Ethic.' Here he
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ror of the landcomrnunity to ptain member and citizen of it."e
Leopold came to write about land use and land ethics after decades of rvorking on land management, initially in the American
West. There, he came to a conclusion that would later be drawn
upon by Hardin, that what is logical to the individual is not always
logical for society. In Leopold's case, he concluded thal private
orvnership of land (private propercy) was a problem, because the
owner did not understand what should be done to properly manage land and the economic system sent out signals relative to
land use which encouraged an orvner to use land to the point of
over use. The problem was clear, but what was the answer? For
Leopold, at lea:rt in his formal writints, this was not so obvious.
However, Freyfogle has spent considerable effort working with
Leopold's many works to derive what he believes to be a way to
legally realize the land ethic.$
Decades later, Leopold's concerns and Ns sense of a new direction appeared to be ready to take form. In 1970, Americans celebrated lhe first Earth Day. A new environmental consciousness
had appeared and it seemed to be growing rapidly and with its
growth there seemed new possibilities for re-thinking the very nature of private property. A seminal legal case provided one basis
for these nerr ideas.
In the 1960s, the state of Wisconsin developed environrnental
rules which were to be implemented by local governments for
the use of private property bordering lakes. Marinette County in

"[...] a land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conque-

"A land ethic [...] affrrms [...] lthel righ[ lof resourcesl to
continued existence, and, at least in spots, their continued
existence in a natural state."

tively: the land.'

What is his proposed alternative?
"The land ethic [...) enlarges the boundaries of the commu.
nity to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collec-

obligations."s

like Odysseus' slave-girls, is still property. The land relation is still strictly economic, entailing privileges but not
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Should nature, and aspects of nature- landscapes, forests, etc.have rights in and of itsell? Asked this way, the question may
seem silly, even outrageous. But Stone pointed out that the very

In this same period Dr. Seuss, the children's author, published
Tltz Loro,x, a fable about environmental management and destruction with the thenred message "who speaks for the trees?"e Christopher Stone, a law professor and environmental ethicist, posed the
same question but in a slightly different rvay. Stone asked why nature only had rights as filtered through its ownership by humans.3t

States.

northern Wisconsin adopted such a regulation, including rules for
any proposed changes to privately owned rvetlands. A landowner
who believed these regulations to be inappropriate proceeded to
drain a wetland they owned and build without permission. The
issue ended up before the Wisconsin Supreme Court which ultimately decided in favor of the government requiring a permit for land
use change.?? But, the real significance of the case w{u; in the rationale the Court articulated in legitimizing governmental action. In
a ringing opinion, the Court argued that landownership was only
of land in its natural state:
"An owner of land has no absolute and unlimited right to
change the essential natural character of his land so as to
use it for a purpose for which it was unsuited in its natural
state and which iqiures the rights of others."a
In other words, as it come to be characterized: "you bought a
wetland, you own a wetland." Any changes had to be asked for and
given.€ Here was Leopold's land ethic in operation. At the time,
the environmental community hoped that those who opposed the
decision of the Wisconsin Supreme Court would appeal tlre decision and that the U.S. Supreme Court would review and afhrm the
State Court's finding. The U.S. Supreme Court choose not to take
up the case. If the nation's highest court had reviewed and affrrmed the State's decision, it would have resulted in a fundamental
change to the core notion of private property rights in the United
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concept of ownership has etolved significanrly (the point made
by the institutional economists). In the early twentieth century,
parents owned their children, husbands their rvives, people their
animals. And in all cases owners could do as they wished with
their possessions (husbands could beat their wives, parents could
send their children to the mines or the mills, people could abuse
their animals). And rhe law expressly recognized this. properry
was defined in law as one's land, spouse, children, and animals.
This changed. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals pioneered rhe idea that animals had rights. Children cune
to have rights independent of their parents (to go to school, to be
rvell cared for), women to expect full human dignity. All of these
changes were not without significant social struggle, but all came
to be. Stone's work asks: isn't it time for a similar churge with
regard to nature?
As the rate of environmental change and urbanization has accelerated, the ideas put fonrard by Leopold and Stone, and articulated in the Jas, czrse, have been revisited, revised and funher
elaborated. Drarving from the core conception of western property- land as a bundle of sticks (rights) - and both presering it buc
also seeking a modification in line with a perception of necessary
change sympathetic to environmental concerns, one scholar has
pondered how society might add "green wood to the bundle of
sticks."& Others note that the long-standing frame for property
in the West (private versus public) is too narrow and does not
capture the reality of property ownership and management forms.
Geisler and Daneker, for example, wonder if there are alternate,
more nuanced property forms.$ Still others emphasize that all
forms of propeny have always been and continue to be "polyrational" and that management structures for it need to understand this
and incorporate a necessarily messy reality.q And there are others
rvho vigorously join in to this debate offering a range of theorerical and strategic ideas.ss Regardless of their particular position,
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clear\y defined and widely distributed private property. Drawing
from the radical-left critics of the mid-nineteenth century, the insti
tutionat economists of the early twentieth century, and the mid and
late twentieth century work of Leopold, Hardin, Stone, and othes
is an argument that tlle form of property created in the eighteenth
century was functiond for ma&y aspects of social and cultural de.
velopment, but changed conditions require changed property.
IVhat set of ideas are correct? What form of property is the right
form for sustainability, for the twenty-first century? An answer
is not obvious or clear. Advocates on all sides of this debate are
passionate, and it can often seem that it is ideoloSy more than
anything else that drives discourse.
So, one question to pose is: if the eighteenth century form of
property needs to change in line with the critiques of environmentalists, is such a change even possible? Yes, it is. The institutional

elghteenth century propeny. From their perspective, the fundamental argumenb of Locke, Rousseau, and Smith are correct, and governance, markets, and sustainability rvill best come about through

exactly is in great dispute. Broadly, there are two positions, and
within those positions, important nuances of difference. Drawing
from Hardin, De Soto and the free market environmentalists is
an argument that success will be a function of further embracing

For many, the facts are not in dispute- the planet is undergoinS
rapid environmental and urban change. Exactly how resources are
owned and managed is an important element of the possibility of
successfully managing through this period. But what this means

Sncrrox 3.

systems.

though, togelher they share a perspective: eighteenth century property is a problem, alternate property systems must be developed,
property can (and should) be designed (and be re-designed) to
serve curent needs, and social and political systems have in the
past and can in the future re-create private property orvnership
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economists are correct. The form of property rights in the early twenty-first century is not what it was in the early twentleth
century. In the early trventieth century, an owner "owned' (possessed) his (and it was largely men rvho owned) children, his wife,
Ns animals, and his land and could (ab)use them as he saw fit.
With regard to ownership, m&y changes ensued. With regard to
urban land since the early trventieth century, forms of public regulation rvhich re-frame and re,direct private ownersNp for use
and control- r'ia zoning, via environmental rules- have greatly expanded and, in general, been largely accepted, though they atrvays
came into being with significant social contention.$
Globdly, rve have multiple examples of how urban and environmental resources can be orvned, controlled, and managed differently than the classic eighteenth century model would suggest,
and perhaps more in line with t}re proposals of Eanh Day-era
reformers. And this is true even in the developed world. In the
U.K., in the mid-twentieth century (after the second world war),
the right to change the use of land- especially urban land- rvas
taken away from all individual land owners and vested with the
public to provide a broader perspective on what is in the best interests of the community as a rvhole.r Today, proposed land use
changes are negotiated betrveen an owner and a public authority,
and if the authority denies a proposed change, such a decision
has, for decades, been largely accepled. Similarly the Netherlands
has a multi-decade tradition and experience rvith the idea that
property rights are shared betrveen the private and public spheres,
and the public interest must be afforded a significant voice in land
use decisions.s And throughout the globe, though originating in
the developed world, there are active experiments $'ith alternate
property systems, many of rvhich share ownersNp between a private and public owner with the express purpose of maximizing the
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benefits of each form of ownership.s So alternate (more "green'?)
notions exist and can be feasibly implemented.
What kind of property irs right for this century with rising demand on environmental resources, such as water, air, and land
for food production, where climatc change is changing the very
contour of land aird water globall,y, and where raptd urbantzation
has created an emergent world of $obal mega-cities with an explodtng populatlon living in marginal conditions? Should there be
continuity or disruption in the eighteenth century property form
wNch created the modern world? There is no clear answer to this
questlon. But there is no doubt that this Ls aquestion which is central to creating a sustainable future.
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